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Hello there,

I am glad you are able to get your hands on this quick

guide on the "4 Pillars to Scaling Your Business in

Impact and Profit."

As a Coach, a Consultant or a business owner, I am quite

sure that you can totally relate with the overwhelm and

somewhat confusion that comes at certain times on your

journey in building and growing your business.

Notwithstanding the challenges you are facing that are

common with building and growing a business, in this

quick guide, I will share with you the simple steps and

pillars you can follow sequentially that will enable you

overcome the overwhelm and truly build a business that

is authentic to your person and passion and at the same

time able to impact others while bringing you profit.
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I do not believe that you are seeking to build and grow a

business that will only last for the next six (6) months or

maybe just for your lifetime. 

For what it is worth, your commitment to build and grow

a business should be to create something that will

outlive you and benefit your children and generations to

come.

So the first pillar that will ensure your business is able to

scale in due time both in impact and in profit is to clarify

your business vision and that is what I mean by ensuring

stability.

 

01. Ensure Stability



This is really about your values. People do business with

those they can trust, those who keep to their word and

those whose standards align with theirs.

While I am confident you may have your personal values

in life, do you have values that guide your business and

how you do business?

What are the things you will not compromise on?

Your values should not only be stated on your wall or in

your dairy, you need to exemplify it daily in all your

personal and business dealings. By so doing, you will

then begin to attract and grow a tribe that can enable

you thrive in your business.

 

02. Exemplify Principles



A business that thrives and increases in the number of

people it reaches or impacts and as well in its profit

margin by all ethical means, are businesses that are

effective.

But then, the question becomes, what does it even mean

to run an effective business?

It is really about knowing what results your business

helps your clients or prospective clients achieve.

It is NOT enough to know the results or what problems

you business help others solve, you have to be

intentional in elaborating the effectiveness of your

business.  Share client testimonials, teach your

methodology, explain your offers on your website.

 

03. Elaborate Effectiveness



Whatever it is that your business is about, there are

critical things that you need to engage with to ensure

your business maintains and expresses its growth

potential in impact and profit.

However, starting with those things will only put you

quickly on the wrong path, that is why the first three (3)

pillars I shared with you had nothing to do with

marketing, sales or social media.

It is after ensuring your business stability by being clear

on your business vision, exemplifying your business

principles and elaborating your business effectiveness

that you can then begin to pay attention to and

structure your business in terms of content strategy,

marketing models and client retention and support

systems.

 

04. Engage With What Is Critical



 

Would you love me to
help you build and
structure your
business for scale in
impact and profit?



It is possible for you to build and grow your business in

a way that is self-fulfilling, people-impacting and

profitable.

That is why I strongly believe that you should avoid

taking all the wrong steps, running in circles and

expending all your time, energy and resources on

strategies that are not bringing you your desired result.

To help you build your dream business, there are three

ways you can get started in working with me so you can

accomplish your business goals. Click the button below

to find out more:

 

https://victorybassey.com/lwt

